What role does history play in shaping contemporary debates? How can history integrate non-Western representations of the past? How did 16th-century social media create and shape human relations and communities? How did the Jewish memory of the Holocaust become a global model for historical trauma? How does the comparative study of empires help us understand geopolitical strategies? How did the history of migration across and around the Mediterranean help...
SPARK YOUR CAREER
WHERE OUR MASTER’S GRADUATES WORK

SKILLS OUR STUDENTS GAIN

Transferrable skills • Writing • Research and analysis • Archival research • Research design • Summarizing and presenting findings • Collecting, analyzing and synthesizing qualitative data • (Archival) document/records management • Interdisciplinary attitude • Critical thinking • Independent project work

Professional skills • Comparative historical research • Record keeping • Archival storage management • Diverse archival research methods, tools and research design skills (digital, visual) • Source language skills, working with source language documents • Fragile, sensitive historical documents and records management/handling

FUND YOUR STUDIES
Access to education is one of CEU’s core values. It guides us in setting as affordable tuition fees as possible – without impacting the quality of the education we provide. Each year CEU offers talented master’s students generous, merit-based, partial tuition awards and scholarships to help them focus on their studies. • Doctoral scholarships include a full tuition award and a monthly stipend for living expenses.  

APPLY
• ceu.edu/apply • Application form • CV • Proof of English proficiency • Letters of recommendation

PROGRAM SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS / MASTER’S PROGRAMS • Bachelor’s degree • Statement of purpose • Research proposal / DOCTORAL PROGRAM • Master’s degree in history or a related field • Statement of purpose / Research proposal

SAMPLE INSTITUTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
• CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY • EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE • HUMBOLDT UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN • UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE • UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY • VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY • GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

55.4% • Education and Research
15.7% • Business, Finance, Consulting, Management and Sales
12.5% • Arts, Media, Journalism, Sports, Entertainment and Evaluation
8.3% • Human Rights, Philanthropy, Social Impact, International Development and Humanitarian Aid
8.0% • Government, Law, International Affairs and Public Policy
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